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Riffs and Echoes derives its material from a simple common blues riff. The first notes played by the clarinet
present the riff. From there, various harmonic and rhythmic permutations continually transform the riff’s
context until the piece quietly echoes away at the end. The piece was composed for Luna Nova, a new music
ensemble based at first in Texas and later in Tennessee.

adapt[ation] explores the timbral contacts of [un]related sounds. On occasion, moments are frozen,
allowing their intrinsic features to be exposed. These ideas, and other natural phenomena, yield nonlinear
concepts as the work progresses forward in time. The interaction of the utilized sounds nods to their inherent
interactivity. adapt[ation] was commissioned by saxophonist Drew Sevel.

Extraverted iNtuition (abbreviated Ne) is one of eight cognitive processes proposed by the psychologist Carl
Jung that underlie the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (each four letter personality type corresponding to a
ranking of the processes’ strengths). People with strong Ne see connections from situations they are in to
many other ideas, moving fluidly between them. They are especially good at adapting and improvising,
though they may also have trouble focusing. In the music, I portray the playfulness of a mind that flits from
thought to thought, not quite wanting to settle down. The ending is sort of a parody of how my own Ne (my
second strongest process, as an INFP) affects my compositions – namely that I am often reluctant to end
pieces, having a relentless stream of ideas I still want to use. This movement is dedicated to Mac
Perkins-High, an ENTP friend who exemplifies the qualities of Ne.

Persistence of Memory
The inspiration for Persistence came from my reading of an article about neuroscientist Karim Nader’s recent
research in memory whereby it has been demonstrated that memories are recalled or rather recreated by
protein synthesis. In short, every time we remember, we reconstruct the memory chemically re-activating a
cell network; and since each memory is recreated, they gradually change over time. It struck me that the
notion of memories being recreated and constantly changing was ironically similar to how much music
concert is/seems composed, and that it would be interesting to explore the idea of how a piece of music
might attempt “remembering” itself.

Thanks to Lindsey Goodman, principal flautist West Virginia Symphony Orchestra, for collaborating on the
work, recording sound for the fixed media, and offering suggestions for some of the techniques used in the
piece—her suggestions were invaluable in making the work more playable and expressive.

In a world where the noise level of daily life has increased to a fever pitch, this electro-acoustic miniature
offers an essential sonic respite from the external distractions. Cloak of Shadows is a soundscape appearing
in the listening space like slowly drifting incense. It is built upon a blend of deep ambient characteristics:
synthesized drones mixed with “glitch sounds”, shakers and bowed percussion, and subtle, hovering
samples of processed human voice. This work’s shifting, sparkling pools of sound are revealed as
meditations to reflect upon.

At The Space Age Vinyl Music Box Lounge
Space Age: modern, sleek, streamlined. Bachelor pads, rocket ships, Martian women.
Vinyl: 33 1/3 RPM albums, grooves and needles, kinky clothing.
Music Box: little tunes, repeats and revolutions, twinkling mirrors.
Lounge: cocktails, skinny ties, sunglasses indoors. Slow, cool, piano trio jazz.


